Call Summary

In attendance:

*Cathy Elsinger, PhD (Co-chair)*
Laura Rigolo, RT
Ted DeYoe, PhD
James Voyvodic, PhD
Brian Lenoski, PhD
Domenico Zaca, PhD
Feroze Mohamed, PhD
RSNA:
Jay Pillai, MD
Joe Koudelik

Agenda

**NIBIB RFP for Round 2**
1. Necessary to move up the timeline for the second round of submission, review and selection of proposals for QIBA funding
2. Proposal submission deadline being modified - funding decision to be made by end of June 2011
3. Progress on submissions?

**fMRI subcommittee meeting at ASFNR?**
1. Worthwhile to have face to face meeting with those attending ASFNR?
2. Focus and agenda of meeting?

**fMRI Profile Development Strategy**
1. Development of writing group for profile
2. When and how should we organize
3. Develop plan for completing/reviewing sections

**fMRI Project Plan Overview**
1. Continue development of strategic plan – next meeting (tentative)

Next steps:
- Dr Elsinger to follow up off-line with group members attending ASFNR for possible f2f meeting
- Dr DeYoe to forward most recent workflow matrix to Dr Pillai and Ms Rigolo for updating
- Dr Reuss to lead collaboration efforts between this Tech Ctte and DICOM 16
- QIBA fMRI Tech Ctte Strategic Plan to be discussed on next call
- Profile development to continue on next call; Profiling efforts are group priority
- Separate Writing Group dedicated to Profile development proposed
  - To alternate with “General Business” calls bi-weekly
  - Dr Elsinger to circulate Profile format (v3.0) and UPICT protocol template for reference
  - Dr Elsinger to outline next Profile section for further development
- Next call is scheduled for Wednesday, March 9, 2011 at 11 am CST

**fMRI Strategic Plan “gaps” to focus on**
- Accuracy
- Comparative Methodology
- Predictive Value
- Reproducibility